Trade Press Release
Aircrew training for RCAF CH-147F Chinook helicopters
underway in Petawawa at new world-class training centre
-- Comprehensive suite of CAE-built training devices now installed and
ready-for-use -Ottawa, Canada, May 27, 2015 – (NYSE: CAE; TSX: CAE) – Today at CANSEC, Canada’s
premiere defence trade show, CAE announced that a comprehensive suite of CH-147F Chinook
simulators and training devices have completed on-site acceptance testing at Canadian Forces
Base (CFB) Petawawa and are now ready-for-use by the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF).
The RCAF has begun interim pilot training using the CH-147F weapon systems trainer (WST).
The RCAF and CAE are currently finalizing other elements of the comprehensive CH-147F
aircrew training program, including courseware, and expect the entire CH-147F training program
to be declared ready-for-training later this year.
The RCAF’s new Medium-to-Heavy Lift Helicopters (MHLH) world-class training facility is located
at CFB Petawawa in Ontario. CAE is the prime contractor responsible for leading the design and
development of the RCAF’s CH-147F aircrew training solution, and following formal acceptance
will commence with providing 20 years of in-service support.
“We have made great progress with a truly world-class synthetic training program for our Chinook
aircrews,” said Lieutenant Colonel Chris McKenna, Commanding Officer, 450 Tactical Helicopter
Squadron, Department of National Defence, Government of Canada. “The new MHLH training
centre and the capabilities it will provide are perfectly aligned with the RCAF’s Simulation
Strategy and will enable us to maximize the use of simulation-based training throughout our
training curriculum.”
CAE and its pan-Canadian team of subcontractors delivered a range of CH-147F training devices
to support RCAF CH-147F training. The CH-147F training devices that have completed on-site
acceptance testing include:






One CH-147F WST – a full-motion, full-mission simulator featuring a six-degree-offreedom (DOF) motion system, 3-DOF vibration platform, 200-x-60 degree field-of-view
visual display system, and CAE Medallion-6000 image generator with Common Database
(CDB) architecture;
One CH-147F tactical flight training device (TFTD) – a fixed-based simulator featuring a
200-x-60 degree field-of-view visual display system and CAE Medallion-6000 visual
system with CDB architecture;
One CH-147F deployable tactical flight training device (DTFTD) – a transportable
simulator that can be deployed in-theatre to provide pre-deployment training and mission
rehearsal;
One CH-147F integrated gunnery trainer – a training device specifically for door gunners,
loadmasters, and flight engineers featuring a 180-x-95 degree field-of-view visual display
system and the ability to network with the CH-147F WST and TFTD

CAE’s pan-Canadian team of suppliers and subcontractors on the CH-147F training program
includes Bluedrop Performance Learning, Gestion MGCO, Weatherhaven and other Canadian
suppliers.
“The Royal Canadian Air Force is putting into service the world’s most advanced Chinook
helicopter synthetic training facility, and CAE is proud to be playing a key role in delivering a
complete ground-based training solution to the RCAF,” said Mike Greenley, Vice President and
General Manager, CAE Canada, Defence & Security. “The RCAF has set out an ambitious
strategy regarding the use of simulation-based training to cost-effectively prepare its aircrews to
maintain readiness, and training facilities like the MHLH at Petawawa will help the RCAF achieve
its vision.”
About CAE
CAE is a global leader in delivery of training for the civil aviation, defence and security, and
healthcare markets. We design and integrate the industry’s most comprehensive training
solutions, anchored by the knowledge and expertise of our 8,000 employees, our world-leading
simulation technologies and a track record of service and technology innovation spanning seven
decades. Our global presence is the broadest in the industry, with 160 sites and training locations
in 35 countries, including our joint venture operations, and the world’s largest installed base of
flight simulators. Each year, we train more than 120,000 civil and defence crewmembers, as well
as thousands of healthcare professionals. www.cae.com
Follow us on Twitter @CAE_Inc and @CAE_Defence

- 30 Note to editors: High resolution photos of the simulators are available at www.cae.com/photos
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